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The aims of this Course are to:

 introduce effective techniques for 
presenting & defending complex  
technical  arguments

 provide the knowledge to write in a high 
impact style that will result in clear, 
readable and useful technical reports

 enable delegates to summarise complex 
issues with authority and clarity.

Learning Outcomes
On successful completion of this course, 
delegates will be able to:

 produce clear, structured oral literacy - 
including listening and questioning

 express their thoughts and ideas in a 
confident manner

 demonstrate a varied and appropriate 
vocabulary

 recognise their strengths as a technical 
communicator and identify areas for  
self-development

 consistently produce written reader-focused 
technical reports that both technical  
and non-technical readers will be able  
to understand.

Benefits of good technical communication:

 reduced quantity of rework caused by 
misunderstandings

 accelerated development cycles 

 elimination of the product/service quality 
risks that are often associated with 
miscommunication

 improved understanding of customers 
technical requirements.

Assessment
 Elevator pitch on a research/technical 
project

 Group presentation with Q&A.

Postgraduate Award in  
Advanced Technical Skills
Credits gained through successful completion 
of this course can be used by delegates to 
contribute towards the Postgraduate Award 
in Advanced Technical Skills qualification. 
For further information please visit: 
www.???????????

Course Overview
On this three week course delegates will 
investigate and demonstrate how good 
technical communication skills add value 
to organisations. We offer an unrivalled 
opportunity to develop these qualities 
working with industry leaders and senior 
academics in a variety of interactive learning 
environments.

Delegates will undertake a sequenced 
timetable of lectures, seminars, interactive 
tasks and discussions backed up by online 
materials and guided reading before being 
expected to demonstrate their knowledge 
and skills via assessed individual and group 
presentations.

Who the Course is for:

The course has been designed to enable 
existing and aspiring mid-level career 
scientists and engineers to create 
organisational and personal impacts through 
high level engagement with the practice and 
theory of Technical Communication within 
the science and technology sector. 

About
thisCourse

Informed by the high level 
knowledge of both the University 
of Liverpool School of Engineering 
and National Nuclear Laboratory 
this 5 credit Postgraduate level 
course allows delegates to improve 
and gain confidence in presenting 
and defending complex technical 
arguments to expert and  
non-expert audiences.


